March 17, 2011

The University of Tokyo 2010 Diploma Presentation and Graduation Ceremony

In view of the serious impact of the 2011 Tohoku-Pacific Ocean Earthquake, we will hold the University of Tokyo 2010 Diploma Presentation and Graduation Ceremony on a reduced scale as detailed below.

The status of the disaster remains unpredictable and intermittent aftershocks continue. Our thoughts remain with the many people who have suffered losses. Under these circumstances, we have given careful consideration to whether we should go ahead with the ceremony. We have decided to hold the ceremony on a reduced scale and to the best of our ability under the current conditions, as it represents an important milestone in a student’s life.

I would like to express my sincere apologies to our graduates and their parents who had been looking forward to attending the ceremony, but I would be very grateful for your understanding in this difficult time.

From the current academic year, the University of Tokyo has held an autumn graduation ceremony. I would like to invite you to attend the autumn 2011 graduation ceremony. Details will be made available through “TODAI for Tomorrow (TFT)” and the University of Tokyo website.

Junichi Hamada
President, the University of Tokyo
The diploma presentation will be held only in Koshiba Hall. Only the student representatives from each graduate school will be able to enter the hall. We would like to remind other students and their family members to refrain from coming to the hall.

We will hold a ceremony only for the student representatives from each graduate school. Please note that we do not have another venue available for other graduating students and their family members.

The above also applies to the graduation ceremony for undergraduate students.

Both the diploma presentation and graduation ceremony will be aired live on the Internet. (URL: coming soon)

[Academic Year] 2010 Diploma Presentation, the University of Tokyo

Time: 10:00 to 10:45, March 24, 2011 (Thursday)
Venue: Koshiba Hall, Faculty of Science Building 1
http://www.u-tokyo.ac.jp/campusmap/cam01_06_01_e.html
Attendees: President, Executive Vice Presidents/Vice Presidents, Vice Presidents, Deans and Directors
Student participants: A student representative of the Doctoral, Master’s, and professional degree programs from each graduate school

Schedule
- Opening
- Presentation of Diplomas
- Baccalaureate address by the University President
- Speech by the representative of the graduating students
- Closing

[Academic Year] 2010 Graduation Ceremony, the University of Tokyo

Time: 11:15 to 12:00, March 24, 2011 (Thursday)
Venue: Koshiba Hall, Faculty of Science Building 1
Attendees: President, Executive Vice Presidents/Vice Presidents, Vice Presidents, Deans and Directors
Student participants: A student representative from each faculty (two representatives from the Faculty of Medicine and Faculty of Agriculture)

Schedule
- Opening
- Presentation of Diplomas
- Baccalaureate address by the University President
- Speeches by the representatives of the graduating students (Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences and College of Arts and Sciences)
- Closing
Contact information
Mr. Takahashi/Mr. Hoshi of the General Affairs Group, Central Administration Office
Phone: 03-5841-2012 (Extension 22012)
Fax: 03-3814-5368
Email: soumusoum@ml.adm.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Reference
Academic Year 2011 Fall Semester Diploma Presentation/Graduation Ceremony (tentative)
Time: 10:00, September 27, 2011 (Tuesday)
Venue: Yasuda Auditorium

All graduating students or graduates can register. Please register now.

“TODAI for Tomorrow” (TFT)

The University of Tokyo Online Community for staying connected with alumni members, members of the same class year, and the University itself.

A variety of services are available for the University’s graduates. Register now!